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In 1993, Sorkin argued that, for most local observables in quantum field theory, an ideal mea-
surement can result in superluminal signalling and is therefore considered impossible. We analyse
his signalling protocol in a recently proposed measurement scheme for quantum field theory. Here
a measurement of a system is described by coupling it to a probe, this coupling importantly being
local in space and time. In this setting, we show that measurements do not exhibit superluminal sig-
nalling; hence Sorkin’s impossible measurements can only be performed using impossible (non-local)
apparatus.
Introduction. – It is a central tenet of special and
general relativity that there is a maximal speed of causal
influence, the speed of light : there can be no superluminal
signalling. This should apply, in particular, to relativis-
tic quantum field theory (QFT), including those aspects
relating to measurement. However, Sorkin has argued [1]
that the notion of an ideal measurement conflicts with
locality and causality when extended from quantum me-
chanics to QFT. In particular, he presented the following
protocol: Let Alice, Bob and Charlie be three experi-
menters in three laboratories performing actions in the
spacetime regions O1, O2, O3 such that parts of O1 are in
the past of O2 and parts of O2 are in the past of O3 but
such that O1 is spacelike separated from O3 as shown in
Fig 1. Let A be a local observable of O1, e.g., an algebraic
combination of quantum fields smeared against test func-
tions vanishing outside O1. Define B,C similarly and let
ρ be the initial state of the quantum field. Sorkin consid-
ers the following tripartite procedure. In step one, Alice
performs a non-selective local measurement of A in her
laboratory, i.e., she performs a measurement but does
not communicate the outcome. The resulting updated
state is denoted ρA. In step two, Bob measures B non-
selectively, producing a further update ρA 7→ ρAB . In
step three, Charlie measures observable C in state ρAB .
Since Charlie’s laboratory is spacelike separated from Al-
ice’s, Tr(ρAB C) should (in the absence of superluminal
communication) give the same result as Tr(ρB C) - the
situation where Alice does not measure at all. This condi-
tion (provided one sticks to ideal measurements), Sorkin
argues, puts non-trivial constraints on feasible measure-
ments, to the extent that “it becomes a priori unclear, for
quantum field theory, which observables can be measured
consistently with causality and which can’t. This would
seem to deprive [QFT] of any definite measurement the-
ory, leaving the issue of what can actually be measured
to (at best) a case-by-case analysis”[2].
One reaction to Sorkin’s argument, sticking to the
above framework and to the concept of an ideal mea-
surement, is to seek conditions on local observables which
guarantee the absence of superluminal signalling [3]. On
the other hand, one could aim for a consistent descrip-
tion of local measurements of quantum fields, in which
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FIG. 1. Schematic spacetime diagram of the relative causal
position of the regions O1, O2 and O3.
the signalling problem is absent.
In this Letter, we study the local and covariant mea-
surement scheme for QFT recently introduced in [4] and
summarised in [5], which we call the FV-measurement
scheme or the FV-framework, in which measurements are
made by the local interaction between the quantum field
of interest and a probe. Sorkin’s protocol is examined us-
ing this framework and it is proved that no superluminal
signalling occurs, as a direct consequence of the locality
of the interactions involved.
The idea. – A measurement scheme in quantum mea-
surement theory is the theoretical description of the op-
erational concept of performing a measurement on a sys-
tem prepared in state ρS by bringing it into contact with
a probe, itself to be regarded as a quantum system, and
initially prepared in state ρP . The ‘contact’ between sys-
tem and probe is modelled by coupling them together in
an interacting structure. In quantum mechanics, this is
achieved by an interacting unitary time-evolution which
operates for a short period of time and is then removed.
A subsequent measurement made on the probe is inter-
preted as a measurement of the system, and indeed it
is possible to establish a correspondence between observ-
ables of the probe and induced observables of the system.
One says that the combination of the probe, interact-
ing dynamics, and probe observable, form a measurement
scheme for the induced system observable (see [6] for a
comprehensive account).
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2The FV-framework translates the above idea to QFT
in possibly curved spacetime; equally, it can incorporate
QFT under the influence of external fields. It is phrased
in terms of the algebraic approach to QFT [7], but for
the purposes of the following discussion we use familiar
terminology of QFT; the more formal algebraic version
will be used in our proof.
We consider two local relativistic QFTs, modelling the
system and the probe. They may be combined, using
a tensor product, as a single theory with no coupling
between them. If the two theories are obtained from
Lagrangians LS and LP , the uncoupled combination is
defined by the sum LS + LP . The contact between sys-
tem and probe is modelled by another QFT, in which
the two are coupled so that the coupling is only effective
within a compact set K of spacetime, the coupling zone.
Crucially, it is assumed that this coupled QFT is itself
a local relativistic theory. For Lagrangian theories, the
coupled theory would be described by a local coupling
term such as α(x)φ(x)ψ(x) where φ and ψ are system
and probe fields respectively, and the smooth function α,
perhaps representing an external field, vanishes outside
K. However, we emphasise that our results are not tied
to this particular coupling, nor is it even required that
the theories are described by Lagrangians.
These assumptions allow for a direct identification be-
tween the free theory and the interacting theory before
as well as after the coupling – or more precisely, outside
K’s causal future and past respectively. The compari-
son between these identifications is encoded in a unitary
scattering matrix S, which takes the place of the inter-
acting time evolution in the quantum mechanical setting.
To be specific, S is obtained by mapping from the uncou-
pled to coupled theory using the late-time identification,
followed by mapping back to the uncoupled system using
the early-time identification. (Assuming the coupled and
uncoupled theories both have the time-slice property, any
observable can be expressed in terms of either late-time
or early-time observables.)
The locality of the theories under consideration is re-
flected in localisation properties of S, which are discussed
in more detail in Lemma 1 below. Due to these locali-
sation properties, the idea of a measurement scheme can
be implemented in QFT as a local concept. In partic-
ular, it was shown in [4, 5] how the correspondence be-
tween probe observables and induced system observables
may be made, and how rules for state update appropri-
ate to selective and non-selective measurements may be
described. Specifically, (a) the induced system observ-
able corresponding to any probe observable belongs to
the algebra of system observables corresponding to the
coupling region (more precisely, to the causal hull of any
connected neighbourhood thereof); (b) if a non-selective
measurement of any probe observable is made (it does
not matter which), the system state is updated from ρS
to ρ′S where
Tr (ρ′SC) = Tr
(
(ρS ⊗ ρP )(S(C ⊗ 1 )S†)
)
, (1)
gives the expectation value for system observable C in
the updated state (in tracing out the probe degrees of
freedom, it is assumed that no further measurements of
the probe are made); (c) probabilities and state-update
rules for sequences of selective measurements may also be
given if the coupling zones admit a causal order, and are
independent of the order if there is a choice. This relies
on a natural assumption called causal factorisation.
In the FV-framework, Sorkin’s protocol is modelled
as follows: Alice, Bob and Charlie are each described
by probes which are coupled to the system of interest
in the coupling zones K1,K2,K3. We assume that the
coupling zones are contained in connected regions (which
are in particular open; see the precise definition below)
O1, O2, O3 respectively such that O2 ∩J−(O1) = ∅, O3 ∩
J−(O2) = ∅ and O3 is spacelike separated from O1, where
J− denotes the causal past. We additionally assume that
the closure of O3, O3, is compact.
The non-selective measurements in step one and two
produce an update of the system state ρS 7→ ρAB accord-
ing to
Tr (ρABC)
= Tr
(
(ρS ⊗ ρP1 ⊗ ρP2)(S1S2(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 )S†2S†1)
)
,
(2)
which is a straight-forward generalisation of equation (1).
As argued above, the expectation value of Charlie’s mea-
surement in step three is given by equation (2) for a
probe-induced system observable C, which is determined
by the interaction between Charlie’s probe and the sys-
tem in coupling zone K3 and may be localised in O3.
The superluminal signalling between Alice and Charlie
in Sorkin’s protocol arises if Tr (ρABC) is different from
Tr (ρBC), where ρB is the updated state in a situation
where there is no coupling between Alice’s probe and
the system, i.e., where she does not perform a measure-
ment. This corresponds to equation (2) in the case where
S1 = 1 . Hence, there is no superluminal signalling if
Tr
(
(ρS ⊗ ρP1 ⊗ ρP2)(S1S2(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 )S†2S†1)
)
= Tr
(
(ρS ⊗ ρP2)(S2(C ⊗ 1 )S†2)
) (3)
for system observables C induced by Charlie’s probe.
The fact that equation (3) holds under very mild tech-
nical assumptions is the main result of this Letter given
in Theorem 2. The proof is presented below and heav-
ily relies on the localisation properties of the scattering
map.
The statement we prove is actually more general as it
establishes the desired equality for all system observables
localisable in O3 and not just the ones induced by Char-
lie’s probe. This allows the following simplification: The
3technical description will only contain two probes (Alice
and Bob) and coupling zones K1,K2 together with the
localisation region O3 of observables of interest.
The technical description. – An algebraic quantum
field theory (AQFT), or simply a theory, consists of the
following elements: For a globally hyperbolic spacetime
M let A be a unital ∗-algebra containing local observ-
ables of a given QFT on M . We call an open, causally
convex subset N ⊆ M a region. (Our conventions and
notation for causal structure are standard and as in [4].)
For every region N let A(N) be a unital sub-∗-algebra
of A(M) := A. The elements of A(N) are considered
local observables of N , e.g., algebraic combinations of
smeared fields ‘
∫
N
f(x)φ(x) dx’ for a quantum field φ
and a test function f vanishing outside N . This moti-
vates the following two assumptions. Isotony: For re-
gions N1 ⊆ N2: A(N1) ⊆ A(N2). Einstein causality:
For spacelike separated regions N1 and N2: the elements
of A(N1) commute with the elements of A(N2). We ad-
ditionally assume the time-slice property: Suppose that
for regions N1 ⊆ N2, N1 contains a Cauchy surface for
N2; then A(N1) = A(N2). This encodes the existence of
a (not further specified) local dynamical law. Morally:
If one knows the initial conditions of a quantum field
on a Cauchy surface, then one knows the quantum field
everywhere. We emphasise that in our presentation the
time-slice property is local in the sense that it applies to
every region N .
Due to time-slice, every observable is localisable in
many different, possibly disjoint regions. For example,
if an observable A is localisable in a region N1 and N2
is a disjoint region containing N1 in its domain of de-
pendence, i.e., N1 ⊆ D(N2), then A is also localisable in
N2.
One also assumes a Haag property – see [4] for details.
The coupling between probe and system theory and
the resulting scattering map arise as follows: Suppose we
have three theories on a globally hyperbolic spacetime
M : a system-theory S, a probe-theory P and a coupled
theory C, which mirrors the crucial assumption that the
coupled structure is itself local. Let S ⊗ P denote the
uncoupled combination. As discussed before, S and P
are coupled together only in a compact coupling zone
K ⊆ M , which is modelled by the existence of a bijec-
tive, structure (and localisation) preserving identification
between the coupled and uncoupled theories outside (the
causal hull) of K, see [4] for the details. For the in-region
M− and out-region M+ defined by M± := M \ J∓(K),
this gives us the following maps:
S ⊗ P → (S ⊗ P)(M+)→ C(M+)→ C
C → C(M−)→ (S ⊗ P)(M−)→ S ⊗P, (4)
each of which is an isomorphism. The first, third, fourth
and sixth are given by the time-slice property as M±
each contain a Cauchy surface for M [8]. The other ar-
rows are given by the localisation preserving identifica-
tion map. The overall composition defines the scattering
map Θ : S ⊗ P → S ⊗ P, which is a structure but not
localisation preserving automorphism. Our earlier dis-
cussion implicitly assumed that Θ was implemented as
the adjoint action of a unitary scattering operator S, i.e.,
Θ(A) = SAS†, but this is not needed or assumed in what
follows. The localisation properties of Θ are summarised
in the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Proposition 1(b),(c) in [4]).
1. For every region N ⊆ K⊥ : Θ acts trivially on(S ⊗ P)(N).
2. For every region N ⊆M+and every region N− ⊆M−
with N ⊆ D(N−) : Θ(S ⊗ P)(N) ⊆ (S ⊗ P)(N−).
The first property captures the idea that the coupling
has no effect at spacelike separated regions, whereas the
second property tells us how Θ changes the localisation
of observables.
Let us now discuss the rigorous version of equation (2).
Let S be the system theory and let P1,P2 be two probe
theories of Alice and Bob with coupling zones K1,K2
such that K2∩J−(K1) = ∅. Denote the corresponding in-
and out-regions by M∓1 ,M
∓
2 and the resulting scattering
maps by Θi : S ⊗ Pi → S ⊗ Pi for i = 1, 2. On S ⊗
P1 ⊗P2 define Θˆ1 := Θ1 ⊗3 1 and Θˆ2 := Θ2 ⊗2 1 , where
the subscript on the tensor product indicates the slot
into which the second factor is inserted. The updated
system state resulting from two consecutive non-selective
measurements of the probes is
ωAB(C) := (ω ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2)((Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2)(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 )), (5)
for initial system state ω and initial probe states σ1, σ2.
As already mentioned, we do not explicitly model Charlie
by a third probe, but rather focus on observables local-
isable in region O3, thought of as Charlie’s ‘region of
control’. We assume that O3 is compact, spacelike sepa-
rated from K1 and that O3 ∩ J−(K2) = ∅. These condi-
tions are met by assuming that O3 is compact and that
K1,K2 are contained in the connected regions O1, O2 as
described above.
The following theorem (the rigorous analogue of equa-
tion (3)) shows that Sorkin’s protocol does not signal in
the FV-framework.
Theorem 2. In the notation above:
∀C ∈ S(O3) : (Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2)(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ) = Θˆ2(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ).
(6)
This immediately implies
ωAB(C) = (ω ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2)((Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2)(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ))
= (ω ⊗ σ2)(Θ2(C ⊗ 1 )) = ωB(C),
(7)
4i.e., Charlie’s measurement outcome is independent of
whether Alice measures. There is no signalling.
The proof of Theorem 2 relies on localisation proper-
ties of the scattering map, combined with a geometrical
lemma.
K1
K2
L
Σ
FIG. 2. Schematic spacetime diagram of the relative causal
position of the compact sets K1, K2 (coupling zones) and L
(O3 in Lemma 4) as well as the Cauchy surface Σ in Lemma
3.
Lemma 3. Let K1,K2, L be compact, let K2∩J−(K1) =
∅ and L ∩ J−(K1) = ∅. Then there exists a Cauchy
surface Σ of M+1 such that Σ ⊆M \ (J−(K1)∪J+(K2)∪
J+(L)).
Proof. M+1 = M \ J−(K1) is globally hyperbolic (see
Lemma A.4 in [8]). By Proposition 4 in [9] (due to Ge-
roch [10]) there exists a surjective, continuous function
t : M+1 → R, strictly increasing on every future-directed
causal curve, whose level sets are Cauchy surfaces for
M+1 . Since K2 and L are compact and t is continu-
ous, τ˜ := min t[K2 ∪ L] exists. Choose τ < τ˜ and set
Σ := t−1[{τ}]. Σ is a Cauchy surface for M+1 and fulfills
the desired properties.
We apply the lemma for the case where K1,K2 are the
coupling zones of Alice and Bob and L is the closure of
Charlie’s region of control, i.e., L = O3, which is com-
pact. This allows us to prove that O3 is contained in the
domain of dependence of K⊥1 ∩M−2 .
Lemma 4. Let K1,K2 be compact subsets of M such
that K2 ∩ J−(K1) = ∅. Then for every region O3 with
compact closure such that O3∩J−(K2) = ∅ and O3 ⊆ K⊥1
it holds that O3 ⊆ D(K⊥1 ∩M−2 ) for the region K⊥1 ∩M−2 .
Proof. By setting L := O3 and using Lemma 3, we
can find Σ, a Cauchy surface for M+1 which lies in
M \(J−(K1)∪J+(K2)∪J+(O3)). Set T := J−(O3)∩Σ ⊆
K⊥1 ∩M−2 . (T is spacelike separated from K1, because Σ
is disjoint from J−(K1) and because J−(O3) is disjoint
from J+(K1) as O3 ⊆ K⊥1 by assumption.) Now O3 ⊆
D(T ). K⊥1 ∩M−2 = M+1 ∩M−1 ∩M−2 ; as M+1 ,M−1 and M−2
are open and causally convex (see Lemma A.4 in [8]), so is
their intersection, i.e., it is a region, and since it contains
T , we have that O3 ⊆ D(T ) ⊆ D(K⊥1 ∩M−2 ).
Theorem 2 now follows by using the localisation prop-
erties of Θ and the fact that Charlie’s region of control
is contained in the domain of dependence of a sub-region
of K⊥1 .
Proof of Theorem 2. Since C ∈ S(O3), C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 can
be localised in O3 too. According to Lemma 4, O3 ⊆
D(K⊥1 ∩ M−2 ). According to Lemma 1, we know that
Θˆ2(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ) can be localised in the region K⊥1 ∩M−2 .
But since K⊥1 ∩M−2 ⊆ K⊥1 , we have by Lemma 1 that(
Θˆ1 ◦ Θˆ2
)
(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ) = Θˆ2(C ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ).
Conclusions and outlook. – For more than 25 years,
Sorkin’s protocol has highlighted a serious lack of un-
derstanding of measurement processes in quantum field
theory. Our result shows that a consistent interpretation
of measurement processes in the sense of a measurement
scheme is possible via the local and covariant proposal
in [4] which is applicable to generic quantum field the-
ories coupled to external forces and on possibly curved
spacetimes. The FV-measurement scheme is canonically
devoid of ‘impossible measurements’, so it is not neces-
sary to artificially exclude ‘impossible measurements’ by
hand as for instance suggested in [3].
Our result is also consistent with earlier work related
to impossible measurements. It was shown that cou-
pling a detector model to a finite number of field modes
[11] or to all but the zero mode [12] leads to superlumi-
nal signalling. In view of our result, this is due to the
non-locality of such a coupling. The induced measure-
ment on the system is generically not a projective one,
which evades the problems of ‘nondemolition’ measure-
ments of Wilson loops in relativistic non-Abelian gauge
theory [13].
The FV-framework may be considered to solve the
problem of delineating ‘physically allowed quantum oper-
ations’ raised in [13]. Nonetheless, it remains important
to more explicitly characterize the system observables as-
sociated to measurement schemes. We intend to report
on this issue elsewhere. Finally, it is worth noting that
local scattering operators, understood as operations re-
flecting the result of measuring observables, have recently
been proposed as a new foundation for AQFT [14] and
this viewpoint could be fruitfully combined with ours.
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